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Among various generalizations of sequential monotonicity, the 
quasimonotonic sequences of 0. Szasz [l] play a prominent role in the 
theory of L’-convergence of Fourier series. As S. A. Telyakovskii and 
G. A. Fomin [2] have shown, quasimonotonic Fourier coefficients form an 
important L’-convergence class. 
A null sequence {a,} of real numbers is quasimonotonic if, for some 
~2 0, the sequence (a,/n”} is monotonic. For u = 0: quasimonotonicity 
reduces to monotonicity. 
The significance of quasimonotonic sequences is well illustrated by the 
following result in [2]. 
THEOREM A. Let 
F+ f, a,, cos 12.x 
II = 1 
be the Fourier series of some f E L’(0, 7~). If (a,} is quasimonotonic then 
IlUf)-fll = o(1),, n+<x,, (2) 
is equitlalent to 
a,lgn=o(l), n+xz, (3) 
where S,(f, x) = S,(f) = a,/2 + C;=, ak cos kx and 11 .I1 denotes L’(0, 7c)- 
norm. 
A similar result is valid for the sine series. 
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L'-COWERGESCE OF FOURIER SERIES i@ 
Recentiy ac attempt has been made in r3j to extend the idea of 
quasimcnctcnic sequences and, consequently, to obtain a generalizaticr 
of Theorem A. Instead of the sequence (II”): 2 30, W. 0. Bray a& 
c?. V. StaccjeG [3] used a regularly varying sequence {;,(.zj> as a gauge. 
.A non-decreasing sequence (y(n)] of positive numbers is regularly varying 
ir; the sense cf J. Karamata [4] if for scme p 3 0 
A null sequence !;u,~ 1 of real numbers is defined in .[3: to be regular& 
varying qu2simcnctcnic if for some regularly varying sequence (:(I?)) the 
sequence {~~$(n)l is monotonic. 
In [3] the following generalization of Theorem A is propcsed. 
An effort is made in [3] to prove Theorem B Sy estlmaticg 
‘IS,{f) - a,,(f)il, where o,,(f) are (cl 1)-means of the partial sums S,,(f) of 
(1). Apparently this is too coarse a method fcr such a substazfiai 
generalization of Theorem A. (At the end of the proof of sufficiency in [3] 
rhere is also a typographical error that makes the rest of the proof invalid.; 
In this paper we shall show that Theorem B may be further generalized 
if sharper estimations are used. For this purpose we need 2 non-decreasing 
O-regularly varying sequence of positive mumbers. A non-decreasing 
sequence !R(n)) of positive numbers is O-regularly varying if 
G N Cir?l) is finite f@‘or ,;. > 1 i 
,? R(E) 
A null sequence (a,> of real numbers is G-regularly varying quasi- 
monotonic if for some non-decreasing O-regularly varying sequence { Rjrz) :! 
of positive numbers, the sequence ( a,!R(n) i is mcnorcnic, (Nctice that the 
I sequence ~a,~ ) is necessarily positive.) 
We now have the following theorem. 
T~~E~RET~. Let {a, 1 be an O-regularly catying quasimonotonic seqzesre. 
ma J’or some e2:en f EL’(O, 71) let f(n)=a, for n=O, 1: 2, .I.. TAm :he 
necessary and sttfJicient condition &or iIS, -,fii = L!( 1 ‘:: .V + >c,, in 
a,lgn=o(l), 2” cc. 
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ProofI SL4fficiency. Assume that u, lg n = o( l), n -+ ,x. For i. > 1 
consider the identity 
where D, is the Dirichlet kernel. Since 
then after taking the norm of both sides of (4), majorizing the right-hand 
side, and takin g 12 sufficiently large, we get 
1 C/-n1 
+ [in, -n ,=J+, uk+l ( 
-5 k+O(l) 
x2 g > 
+ a,, + I 
( 
-$lgn+O(l) . 
> 
Majorizing the right-hand side of the last inequality we have 
.If- s,(f)ll d 2 c I‘+ lg k 
k = N t- I 
a,,, k(~+l)+4l)+~,,~,, Mn+ 1). (5) 
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.F?q 
1 :r 
Taking the limit superior of both sides of inequality (5) we obtain 
[ j.n 1 
limjf-S,(f)\ 621im 1 &+ig.ic 
,I i! k=,r+ i 
-- 
+!ima,,+,ig(ntIj. 
12 
Forj?~ L’(0, ST), the second and the third term ir-, the above inequality are 
o( 1) as ;? + x. The forth and the last term in the above inequaiitg are also 
o( 1) as ;z + ,x, according to our assumption it,, lg II = G( l), II -+ ,x. There- 
fore it remains to estimate the first term in the above ine$uaiity and :o 
show that it is also o( 1) as EI -+ x3, for O-regularly varyicg quasimonotonic 
coefficients for which a, lg yi = O( 1): n --f ,x. 
From the monotonicity of the sequence { a,R(n) j, we get 
Taking the limit superior of both sides of the last inequality we have 
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[in] 
lim C Jda,llgk<hm----. -. 
-RR(C’nlj E’gln’l Ela 
H + 
lIg(n+ljj 
n k=n+l n R(n) 12 lg n n 
+lim 
7 R( CI.nl) 
max 
B nil<k~[[In] 
bk+Jg(k+Wllm~ n 
[in] 
.lim c 
” k=n+l 
- 
Recalling that hm, (R( [Ln]):R(n)) is finite for i > 1: and lim,, (lg[i.n]/lg iz) 
= 1, and that a, lg n = O( 1): II -+ SC: holds, we conclude that the first term 
on the right-hand side of‘the last inequality is o(l), as n + ,co. It remains 
to show that 
Indeed. from 
[;.?I] 
,;+, (R;k’l)-l 
:+ 1) -- 1 
! 
is finite, for i>l. (6) Xk) 
1 
R( [ i.n ] ) =- 
R(n) 
it follows that 
[h] 
limx R(k) 
n k=n+l R(k-1) 
(As a matter of fact the condition (6) is a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a non-decreasing sequence {R(n)} of positive numbers to be an 
O-regularly varying sequence.) This completes the proof of sufficiency. 
Necessity. Suppose that jlS,(f) -fl’ = o(l), IZ -+ S, holds. From the 
well-known inequality 
IIS,(fl! 2 i: y, 
k=l 
and from the fact that (a,/‘R(n))l, we get 
azn n R(n+k) 
Ils,Z(f)-f’l auk=, k -c 2 
where C is an absolute constant. Thus 
C a2n lg n < ‘) 
R(n) 
C a2,, k n - R( 2n)’ 
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Taking the lirmit superior of both sides of the last inequaliq, the proof ~2 
necessity follows. 
C!eariy, Theorem B is a corollary to our Theorem. 
It would be of interest to prove a theorem corresponding to the above 
result in the case of Banach space L’(T). T= 8~27;Z. of complex vaiued 
tebesque integrable functions, following rhe ideas of complex sequentizi 
monotonlcity [S: 61. 
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